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Executive Yuan Premier Hsieh
Chang-ting recognizes the Coast
Guard Administration's performance
of eradicating narcotics, and
emphasizes a complete anti-narcotic
for creating a drug-free environment
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C alling on the Central Coastal Patrol Bureau (CCPB), Coast Guard

Administration (CGA), on April 17th 2005, Executive Yuan Pre-

mier Frank Hsieh was briefed on the operation of "Major Maritime

Narcotic Sweep" In which not only he commends those personnel who

have contributed significantly, but also recognizes that the CGA is faith-

ful in the recent excellent performance of  the narcotics eradication.

Accompanied by the director of CGA, Syu Huei-you, Premier

Hsieh and his entourage, including administration councilor Cho Rong-

tai director Lin Yao-wen et al, graced the function personally.  He took

a tour to the CCPB, and inspected what CCPB  had seized on April 14

in mountainous Nantou region of an illicit amphetamine production

den 33.5 kilo of complete goods and 323.5 kilos of semi-finished goods,

as well as material evidence derived from attempted trafficking by pas-

sengers at CKS International Airport.

Premier Hsieh asserts that in light of a recent surge in the ram-

pant local narcotic criminal cases, with drug varieties increasingly be-

coming complex, the end users expanding to cover the young, and the

trafficking rings getting organized.   It   has not only increasingly dam-

aged people health physically and mentally, but has severely crippled

the nation's overall image and the government's  competitiveness.

Consequently, the government has moved to designate from 2005 to

2008 as the years of national anti-narcotics campaign, in a move to mo-

bilize relevant government departments to aggressively tackle an across-

board drug sweep through task-sharing turning from drug sweep, to

drug cleanup, to drug eradication, in anticipation to effectively curtail

illicit drug trafficking.  Moreover, he also emphasizes that the govern-

ment is responsible for creating a drug-free living environment.  Also

he instructs the CGA in the task of anti-narcotic in the future.  The main

points of it are as, follows:

1. Complete eradication:  Upon cracking a drug case, the investigative

and reconnaissance means are to be definitely  enforced with  un-

relenting efforts to backtrack the mastermind, and sever the very

source where the drugs came from, in a move to cut down drug

harm by severing from the source.

2. Overall seizure:  As drug cases not only trigger severe social and

safety issues but severely cripple national health and national

competitiveness, the only viable solution lies none other than fully

disintegrating the criminal rings in a complete eradication move

that aims to bust all drug cases, big or small.

3. Integration of maritime andcoast: For the purpose of exerting function

to fight maritime crime, it is imperative for the CGA to  build the

conception of  "Resources-sharing, united infiltration", to uphold

the spirit of "Integrated maritime/ coast compensatory", and to

fully streamline its maritime duty dispatch.  Then, the CGA will

turn out to be the genuine protector of sea and coast as well.

Premier Hsieh recaps the visitation by expressing that in order to

ensure a better society and a better living environment for all future

generations, it takes more than a joint effort of governmental depart-

ments but also a total participation by all denizens, in anticipation that

we keep drugs away from our lives.
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